
Politics 
 

Paper 1 - Politics and Government of the UK 
 

1. The nature and source of the UK Constitution.    

2. The structure and role of the UK Parliament- particularly on how the Executive is scrutinised by 
Parliament. How effective is this scrutiny?   

3. The UK Supreme Court and its impact on government, legislation and policy change (judicial 
review)   

4. Elections and Referendums- the influence the media has on UK elections.   

5. Political Parties- structure and functions of the Conservative/Labour and Lib Dem Parties.  

6. Democracy and Participation- what is the nature of democracy? 
 
Paper 2 - Politics of the USA and Comparison Paper 
 

1. The US Constitution- relationship between the three branches. Separation of Power/Checks and 
Balances   

2. US Elections and Referendums- Voting behaviour and trends. What main variables are affecting 
how US voters vote?    

3. Pressure Groups- Are US Pressure Groups too powerful?   

4. Comparison Questions (Similarities and Differences): Federalism vs Devolution from a Rational 
Theory point of view.  

5. Civil Rights. How are they protected in the US and UK? 
 
Paper 3 - Political Ideology 
 
They have given us the least amount of information on. I will be asking for more detail and ask other 
schools for their beliefs on what we have told. We have been simply told the paper will focus on the 
Political Ideology of Conservatism. It may mean the Section A, 25 marker will be on Conservatism whilst 
the 9 markers of Section A will be Liberalism, Socialism and Conservatism 
 
No Section C 
 
Important Pre-Release Update for AQA Politics 
 
The Exam Board has issued a major change to the US Politics/Comparison pre-release info. Please 
update your notes on this and prepare your revision accordingly. Our Period 6 Revision sessions will be 
adapted as will revision for the March Mocks.  
 
We have updated v1.0 of the advance information for A-level Politics because there was a mistake in 
the reference to section 3.2.1.3 of Paper 2. 
 
In the original version it read: 
 
‘3.2.1.3: The constitutional framework of the US government’ 
   
This should read: 
 
‘3.2.1.3: The executive branch of government: President’ 
 
We have also replaced the following bullet point: 
‘The relationship between the presidency and other institutions;’ 
 
This has been replaced with: 
 
‘Constraints on President’s ability to exercise those powers.’ 
 


